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Abstract. For high-speed swept-source optical coherence tomogra-
phy �SS-OCT�, the real-time calibration process to convert the OCT
signal to wave number space is highly essential. A novel calibration
process/algorithm using a genetic algorithm and precise interpolation
is developed. This algorithm is embedded and validated in a SS-OCT
system with 16-kHz A-scan rate. The performance of the new algo-
rithm is evaluated by measuring point spread functions at two distinct
locations in the entire imaging range. The data is compared to the
same system but embedded with a regular calibration algorithm,
which demonstrates about 20% improvement in the axial resolution.
The steady improvement at different locations of the range suggests
the strong robustness of the algorithm, which will ultimately optimize
the operation performance of this SS-OCT system in terms of reso-
lution and dynamic range and improves details in biological tissues.
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1 Introduction
Optical coherence tomography �OCT� is a minimally invasive
imaging technique that uses low-coherence gating to obtain
up to submicron-level resolution, cross-sectional images of
tissue microstructures.1–4 With early embodiments, the OCT
technology emerged as a time-domain �TD� interferometry in
terms of TD-OCT. Recently, spectral-domain OCT �SD-OCT�
techniques have attracted a considerable amount of
attention.1,5–12 For the SD-OCT, which generally does not
need mechanical movement in the reference arm of the inter-
ferometer, the spectral interferogram is measured, and the
depth/amplitude information from the sample is obtained via
the inverse Fourier transform of the interferogram in the wave
number space. Fourier domain OCT �FD-OCT� and swept-
source OCT �SS-OCT� are two subtypes of the SD-OCT de-
pending on the methods of spectral interferogram recording.
�The nomenclature is consistent with the literature. However,
the authors believe that the term “Fourier domain” is better
than “spectral domain” to generalize the technique, since both
the spectrometer and swept-source systems are based on Fou-
rier transformation for image reconstruction. In a
spectrometer-based system, spectral �wavelength� interference
is detected directly with a dispersive element. Hence, it is
suitably named “spectral domain.” However, in a swept-
source system, the spectral interference is not measured di-
rectly, since the interference is recorded as a function of time
instead of spectrum �and this is the motivation of this paper�.

It is imprecise to use “spectral domain” to generalize both
systems. However, we have kept consistent with the literature
to avoid confusion.� The former still uses a wideband light
source similar to the one in the TD-OCT, while the spectral
interferogram is recorded by a spectrometer at the exit of the
interferometer. The latter uses a sweeping/tunable laser
source, and the spectral interferogram is measured sequen-
tially by time. Most recently, researchers has shown substan-
tial interest in the SS-OCT because of its potential on ultra-
high scanning rate.8,10,12–16 We recently demonstrated that at
least with current embodiments of the SD-OCT, performances
of the SD-OCT in terms of dynamic range and penetration
could be inferior to that of the TD-OCT.17,18 As one of our
serial studies for characterizing the SD-OCT technique, the
work presented here will focus on the issue of real-time spec-
tral calibration for the SD-OCT, specifically for high-speed
SS-OCT.

Typically, in SS-OCT, the instantaneous output of the light
source is near-monochromatic and the wavelength is rapidly
swept/tuned. This means that the actual obtained spectral in-
terferogram is a function of time, but not a function of the
wave number k. Before the inverse Fourier transform is per-
formed for retrieving the depth-dependent A-scan profile, this
function needs to be transformed into k space, which is gen-
erally referred as the “calibration process.” If the laser source
can tune with constant speed in k space,11 or the k-t curve is
known a priori, and the spectrum sweeping is substantially
stable and repeatable, the calibration might be needed only
before operation. However, many laser sweeping mechanisms
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involve mechanical movement or resonance, which inevitably
raises concerns and real issues on the stability and repeatabil-
ity of the spectrum.8,10,12,13,15,16,19 Thus, a real-time calibration
is highly required, particularly in improving the imaging res-
olution in biological tissue. Poor calibration could ultimately
cost the axial resolution and the ranging accuracy of the sys-
tem, as demonstrated theoretically and experimentally in this
work.

For calibration purposes, a variety of methods have been
explored. These include:

1. Using a fixed filter to pick up a specific wavelength as a
point reference.20–22 This method can dynamically compen-
sate the instability of the starting point of the sweeping but
requires high repeatability of the spectrum.

2. A Fabry-Pérot �FP� interferometer is employed to gen-
erate the frequency/wave number comb.14,23 While the laser
wavelength is sweeping, the generated frequency/wave num-
ber is a series of pulses with fixed frequency interval between
two adjacent pulses.

3. Similar to the FP method, a Mach-Zehnder interferom-
eter �MZI� is used to generate the frequency clock.15,19 This is
also the calibration reference for the system designated for
this study. Different from the FP clock, the MZI clock is a
sinusoid-type fringe. This means that the crossing points can
also be referenced, which provides twice as many calibration
points as an FP clock with the same free spectral range �FSR�.
In addition, the balanced detection technique can be used to
reduce phase errors in the clock signal. In this work, we im-
prove beyond the capabilities of these described approaches.
Several practicalities are addressed with our approach. First, it
might be challenging to perform the calibration in real time,
since the calibration is usually done by the software—
specifically, in the scenarios of high-speed or ultra-high-speed
operation. A real-time search algorithm for cross-points, peak
points, and trough points in the calibration signal is developed
and optimized by the genetic algorithm �GA�. Second, many
sophisticated swept-laser sources provide a nonlinear k-t re-
lationship, which suggests out the OCT signal is nonuni-
formly distributed in k space. Poor or imprecise calibration
could significantly degrade the system performance in terms
of the resolution and the ranging accuracy. One study reported
a hardware-based calibration by clocking the A/D converter
with an uneven sampling in time to compensate for the non-
linear sweeping operation.19 This can reduce the time con-
sumption of software calibration but increases the overall
cost, as the electronics are much more complex, and is not
feasible for different operation frequencies of the source. Our
work develops a software-based real-time calibration process
with advanced algorithms; the performance in terms of the
full width half maximum �FWHM� width of point spread
function �PSF� and the dynamic range is tested at different
A-scan depth and compared with regular calibration algo-
rithms as well. The presented algorithms are fast and robust,
which minimizes the errors and thereby increases the reso-
lution and dynamic range of the whole system.

2 Methods
2.1 Theory
The theoretical analysis of an SD-OCT/SS-OCT system is
most easily based on a generic free-space Michelson interfer-

ometer, as depicted in Fig. 1, regardless of the differences in
interferogram measurement or whether it is configured in free
space or fiber-optically. In Fig. 1, the 50:50 beamsplitter
evenly divides the light beam from the light source into the
reference arm and the sample arm of the interferometer. In the
reference arm, the light beam is returned by a mirror with
amplitude reflectivity rR. The sample beam is projected onto
the sample, usually being focused to provide designated lat-
eral resolution. Fresnel reflections occur at any discontinuities
of refractive index within the sample. These reflected waves
carrying information about the microstructures of sample are
collected and returned to the beamsplitter. Both returned
beams are combined at the beamsplitter and then generate an
interferogram at the exit of the interferometer. To simplify this
theoretical analysis, it is assumed that there are no insertion
losses, dispersion, or polarization effects in these optical
paths. The incident light field at the coupler is usually de-
scribed as a complex function whose real part represents the
real light disturbance and is conjugated with the imaginary
part through Hilbert transform:1,24

E0�t� =�
0

�

a0���exp�i��0��� − 2��t��d� , �1�

where a0��� and �0��� represent the real-value amplitude and
phase spectrum of the incident light, respectively, and � is the
frequency of the light. Thus, the intensity of this beam is
represented by

I0 =
1

2
�E0�t�E

0
*�t�	 =�

−�

�

S���d� = 2�
0

�

S���d� , �2�

where S��� represents the power spectrum. According to the
Weiner-Khinchin theorem, the autocorrelation function of the
incident beam is the inverse Fourier transform of this spec-
trum as

Fig. 1 Schematics of a free-space Michelson interferometer.
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�0��� =�
−�

�

S���exp�i2����d� , �3�

which is a real-value function of time �, considering the sym-
metry between the positive-frequency part and the negative-
frequency part of S���. It is important to notice that, in prac-
tice, the measured or generated light spectrum spans only the
positive-frequency range in the form 2S���.

For the SD-OCT techniques, the mirror in the reference
arm is in a static position. The spectral interferogram is mea-
sured either by placing a spectrometer at the exit or by sweep-
ing out the spectrum S�k� as a function of wave number k.
The former approach is usually referred to as the Fourier do-
main OCT �FD-OCT�, and the latter as the swept-source OCT
�SS-OCT�. Accordingly, the individual spectral components
of the light field from both the reference arm and the sample
arm can be respectively described as

ER�t,k� =
1

2
rRa0�k�exp�j�0�k��exp�j2��t�exp�− j2�kzR� ,

�4�

ES�t,k� =
1

2
a0�k�exp�j�0�k��exp�j2��t�

��
−�

�

rS�z�exp�− j2�kz�dz . �5�

The phase term in the integral of Eq. �4� is introduced by the
reference mirror at zR away from the coupler. The coefficient
rR /2 reflects the fact that the amplitude reflectivity of this
mirror is set as rR, and the light beam is split twice by the
splitter. Similarly, in Eq. �5�, rS�z� represents the scattering
potential of the sample and is assumed to be independent on
the wavelength. z is measured from the coupler. The integral
over z reflects all the contributions to the returned sample
beam from the scattering potential. The intensity of each spec-
tral component at the exit of the interferometer is

ID�k� =
1

2
��ER�t,k� + ES�t,k���ER�t,k� + ES�t,k��*	

=
1

2
�ER�t,k�E

R
*�t,k�	 +

1

2
�ES�t,k�E

S
*�t,k�	

+
1

2
�ER�t,k�ES�t,k�*	 +

1

2
�ES�t,k�ER�t,k�*	 . �6�

Accordingly,

IR�k� =
1

2
�ER�t,k�E

R
*�t,k�	 =

1

4
S�k�rR

2 , �7a�

IS�k� =
1

2
�ES�t,k�E

S
*�t,k�	 =

1

4
S�k�
FT�rS�z��
2, �7b�

1

2
�ER�t,k�ES�t,k�*	 +

1

2
�ES�t,k�ER�t,k�*	

=
1

4
S�k�rR�FT�rS�z − zR�� + FT�rS�zR − z��� . �7c�

The abbreviation FT in Eq. �7� stands for Fourier transform
operation. Substituting Eq. �7� into Eq. �6�, the spectral inter-
ferogram at the exit can then be described as

ID�k� =
1

4
S�k��rR

2 + rRFT�rS�z − zR�� + rRFT��rS�zR − z���

+ 
FT�rS�z��
2� . �8�

By taking the inverse Fourier transform on this spectral inter-
ferogram, a real-value function of single variable z can be
obtained:

FT−1�ID�k�� =
1

4
FT−1�S�k�� � �rR

2��z� + rRrS�z − zR�

+ rRrS�zR − z� + FT−1�
FT�rS�z��
2�� . �9�

In Eq. �9�, the inverse Fourier transform of the spectrum is the
autocorrelation function �0�z� in z space, which is convoluted
with the four terms in brackets. The first term in brackets, a
delta function, along with the last term that is equivalent to
the autocorrelation of the scattering potential rS�z�, exists
around z=0. The second and the third term in brackets are
replicas of the scattering potential, but all shifted to z=0 by
zR, and symmetrical to z=0. Since the designated scattering
potential is putatively prominent around zR, the scattering po-
tential might therefore be retrieved around z=0. In addition, if
the mirror position in the reference arm, zR, is set outside the
regime of the sample, the second and the third term in brack-
ets can be easily distinguished from each other. Thus, either
term can represent the designated scattering potential. It is
useful to notice that, practically, the sweeping or measurement
of the spectrum obtains only the positive wave number part of
the spectral interferogram in Eq. �8�. This means that the in-
verse Fourier transform as Eq. �9� will generate a complex
function. Therefore, the modulus has to be calculated for re-
trieving rS�z�.

Practically, in SS-OCT, the spectrum is swept in the time
domain. This means that the actual obtained spectral interfero-
gram of the detector is intended to perform linearly in the
time domain. So, ID�t� is a function of time ID�t� instead of
the wave number ID�k�. This function needs to be transformed
into k space before the inverse Fourier transform is performed
Eq. �9�. Clearly then, the relationships between the wave
number k and the sweeping time t in terms of a function k
= f�t� must be taken into account. Then, the interferogram in k
space can be obtained as ID�f−1�k��. This process is generally
referred to as the calibration in SD-OCT. If a strict linear
relationship could be achieved between k and t as

k =
	k

	T
t + k0, �10�

where 	T is the sampling window in the time domain, 	k is
the wave number range in the time interval 	T, 	k /	T rep-
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resents the constant sweeping speed, k0 is the center wave
number, and t starts from −	T /2 to 	T /2, then the k-space
interferogram presents as a function of time t:

ID�t� =
1

4
S�	k

	T
t − k0��rR

2 + rRFT�rS�z − zR��

+ rRFT�rS�zR − z�� + 
FT�rS�z��
2� . �11�

The inverse Fourier transform on this time-sequential inter-
ferogram is

FTt
−1�ID�t�� 
 �0�	T

	k
f� � rR

2��	T

	k
f� + rRrS�	T

	k
f − zR�

+ rRrS�zR −
	T

	k
f�

+ FTt
−1�FTt�rS�	T

	k
f���2�� . �12�

In Eq. �12�, the subscript t in abbreviations of Fourier trans-
form marks that the transform is between time domain and
frequency f domain reciprocally. Equation �12� indicates that,
for such a linear relationship, the inverse Fourier transform
can be directly applied on ID�t�. Consequently, the designated
profile can then be retrieved with just rescaling the data in the
z dimension. However, many kinds of sophisticated swept-
laser sources usually provide a near-linear relationship be-
tween the wavelength � and time t such as

� =
	�

	T
t + �0. �13�

Similarly, 	� /	T represents the constant wavelength sweep-
ing speed, �0 is the central wavelength, t starts from −	T /2
to 	T /2. This linearity in � reflects the nonlinearity between
k and t because

t =
	T

	�
�� − �0� =

	T

	�
�1

k
−

1

k0
� . �14�

Expanding the part in parentheses into its power series around
k0, Eq. �14� can become

t =
	T

	�
�−

1

k0
� k

k0
− 1� +

1

k0
� k

k0
− 1�2

−
1

k0
� k

k0
− 1�3

+ ¯ � .

�15�

Equation �15� indicates that this nonlinearity, which is fre-
quently referred to as an issue of nonuniform sampling in the
k space literature,25,26 will introduce a series of nonlinear
terms in the converted spectral interferogram in k-space,
which will inevitably cause distortions in the autocorrelation
�0�z�, and significantly cost the spatial resolution and ranging
accuracy as will be experimentally demonstrated in later sec-
tions. If a priori knowledge exists, the calibration may need to
be performed only before each OCT operation. Unfortunately,
this is not the case for many laser sweeping mechanisms,
particularly with respect to the stability and repeatability of
the spectrum sweeping8,10,12,13,15,16,19—for example, a com-
mon mechanism of irregularities in the SS-OCT is using the

piezoelectric transducer �PZT� resonator in the tuning mecha-
nism. The hysteresis of the PZT affects repeatability of the
spectrum. In addition, the stability errors can be caused by a
variety of sources, such as the jitter noise in PZT driving
signals. Thus, a real-time calibration is highly desirable and
demanded.

In this designated SS-OCT system, a Mach-Zehnder inter-
ferometer �MZI� is used for the real-time calibration/
compensation purposes. An MZI is a particularly simple two-
beam interferometer. The intensity of its output periodically
changes if the wavelength of the monochromatic or quasi-
monochromatic light source at the input is scanning. This sig-
nal shows maxima and minima that are equally spaced in the
optical frequency domain or equivalent wave number domain
�k-space�. The difference between two maxima is defined by
the free spectral range �FSR� of the interferometer, which is
determined by the optical path length mismatch between both
arms in the MZI. In this work, this is set at �100 GHz, which
corresponds to a wave number interval of �3.33 �cm�−1. In
practice, zero-crossings in the electronic output signal of MZI
are used, as demonstrated in this work. In an SS-OCT system,
the wavelength of the laser source is rapidly tuned. As these
points are determined in time sequence, they are used to index
the data set of the simultaneously captured spectral interfero-
gram. Thus, the OCT signal is transformed into a set of data
with a fixed wave number interval before the fast Fourier
transform.

2.2 Experiment
The general optical arrangement of the high-speed SS-OCT
designated for this study is depicted in Fig. 2, where a fiber-
optic Michelson interferometer plays the core architecture.
The swept-laser source �Thorlabs SL1325-P16,Newton, New
Jersey� provides �100-nm �FWHM� wavelength scan range
around 1325-nm central wavelength, as well as 10-mW out-
put power. The wavelength sweeping rate is 16 kHz, and the
instantaneous coherence length of the laser is measured to be
�7 mm. In this laser source, a Mach-Zehnder interferometer
is embedded to provide a frequency clock with 100-GHz op-
tical frequency space ��0.6 nm in wavelength�. It is output as
an analog clock signal for real-time spectrum calibration in
the SS-OCT. The light beam from the source is guided into a
circulator and a 2�2 50:50 fiber coupler. The two output
ports of the coupler compose the two arms of the Michelson
interferometer. One arm, the reference arm, is projected by a
fiber collimator into a mirror, which is movable along the

Fig. 2 System configuration diagram of the designated SS-OCT.
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beam direction through a microstage �Thorlabs, Newton, New
Jersey�. In the reference arm, a motorized Lefevre-type polar-
ization controller is built and implemented for polarization
measurement with this SS-OCT. The sample arm is scanned
by an X-Y scanner �Cambridge Technology, Cambridge, Mas-
sachusetts�. The scanned beam is focused on the sample
through an objective lens with 30-mm focal length. This X-Y
scanner is synchronized with the laser sweeping to provide
the B-scan and 3-D scan for the OCT imaging. The returned

light beams combine and interfere at the coupler. The inter-
ferograms from the two ports of the coupler are guided into a
dual-balanced detector �Thorlabs PDB-145C, Newton, New
Jersey�, the circulator and another coupler, respectively. This
coupler has 95:5 splitting ratio and also helps to guide the
aiming laser beam �632 nm� to both arms.

The signal processing unit consists of a computer �T7400,
Dell, Round Rock, Texas� with dual-core 2.66-GHz proces-
sor, a dual-channel A/D card with 180-MS /s acquisition rate
and 16-bit resolution on PCI Express Bus �ATS-9462, Alazer
Tech, Pointe-Claire, Quebec, Canada.� This card is operated
in a mode with parallel and synchronous acquisition of two
channels for recording the interference signal from the dual
balanced detector and frequency clock signal from the Mach-
Zehnder interferometer. The control signal for the X-Y scan-
ner and the system synchronization are generated through a
D/A card with 1-MS /s sampling rate and 16-bit resolution
�NI-6731, National Instrument, Austin, Texas�.

The software was developed in the object-oriented para-
digm using Microsoft Visual C to perform data process-
ing, recalibration, imaging reconstruction, and hardware con-
trol. Using the state-of-the-art overlapped I/O structure, the
data is processed without prior buffering. It is beneficial com-
paring with the traditional synchronous function execution,
where it does not return until the operation has been com-
pleted. This means that the execution of the calling thread can
be blocked for an indefinite period while it waits for a time-

Fig. 3 Illustrative frequency clock signal from the Mach-Zehnder in-
terferometer. Gray points are the outcome of A/D sampling. Black
points represent to-be-found cross, peak, and trough points.

Fig. 4 Sample A-scans of a mirror at 0.45-mm distance: �a� without calibration, �b� with regular calibration, and �c� with the calibration developed
in this work ��b� and �c� are magnified for better comparison�.
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consuming operation to finish. Functions called for over-
lapped operation can return immediately, even though the op-
eration has not been completed. This enables a time-
consuming I/O operation to be executed in the background
while the calling thread is free to perform other tasks. For
example, a single thread can perform simultaneous I/O opera-
tions on different handles, or even simultaneous read and
write operations on the same handle. This, along with ad-
vanced multithreading, improves the speed and real-time im-
age generation.

An illustrative frequency clock signal from the MZI is
shown in Fig. 3. This interferometric signal is evenly sampled
by the A/D card, simultaneously with the interference signal
from the Michelson interferometer. As described earlier, the
clock signal is used as a reference, with its cycles being equi-
distant in frequency. The difference between two maxima is
defined by the FSR of the MZI.

In one previous study, recalibration was performed using a
fast nearest-neighbor check algorithm, which is referred to as
the regular calibration here.14 A fast search algorithm for peak
points and trough points in the calibration signal was per-
formed. If the samples satisfied the conditions of the algo-
rithm, the corresponding points in the OCT signal were added
to the recalibrated signal array. While this method provides

speed that is adequate for real-time preview, it fails to deter-
mine the actual peaks and troughs and leads to errors. In our
study, an algorithm is developed that not only minimizes the
errors caused by the aforementioned event, but also generates
the image in real-time. Additionally, it doubles the number of
samples used for the inverse Fourier transform, and thereby
increases the fidelity in reconstruction of the signal and en-
ables larger imaging depth.

We used a genetic algorithm �GA� to optimize the search
method in the calibration trace. An appropriate fitness func-
tion is defined in a way that local extremes and vicinity to
zero increase the fitness value for extremes �peaks and
troughs� and cross-points, respectively. The value of the
Gaussian envelope of the calibration signal in proximity of
each extreme is used as an auxiliary tool for the fitness func-
tion. Using this data set as the first generation, during each
successive generation, a number of points are selected based
on their quality measured by fitness function. Consecutive
iterations of this method would increase the average fitness of
the population of the next generation. �Multiple generations
are achieved in microseconds.� This generational process
would continue until the requisite number of points with de-
sired quality is attained. At this point, the algorithm is termi-
nated. These points are, afterward, used for interpolation.

Fig. 5 Sample A-scans of a mirror at 2.2-mm distance: �a� without calibration, �b� with regular calibration, and �c� with the calibration developed
in this work ��b� and �c� are magnified for better comparison�.
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In order to find the actual extremes and cross-points, two
interpolations are performed on the obtained data. Cubic
spline interpolation is performed for the extremes and inter-
ference signal, while linear interpolation is done for the cross-
points. The functions used here for extremes and interference
signal must behave smoothly to avoid the jitter noise. To sat-
isfy this condition, the functions must be differentiable, and
their second derivative must be continuous.27 Considering this
fact and also to minimize the interpolation error and avoid
Runge’s phenomenon, spline functions are used here that nor-
mally satisfy these requirements. It should be noted that the
samples are acquired in a rate that guarantees that there is
only one extreme in each interpolation.

Real-time display requires a fast recalibration algorithm.
Using a multithreading technique, we can perform inverse
Fourier transform, GA, and interpolation in parallel for the
axial scans, and therefore they do not increase the overall time
of the process. This method increases the performance of the
system in different ways. Adding cross-points to the reference
points leads to doubled sampling frequency and higher accu-
racy in signal reconstruction; it will minimize the errors in
finding the reference points by the GA-based optimized
search and precise interpolation. As illustrated in the experi-
mental results, resolution, dynamic range, and image quality
are improved by using the proposed method in an SS-OCT
system.

3 Results and Discussion
To test its efficacy and robustness, this real-time calibration
process/algorithm is implemented and embedded in the de-
scribed SS-OCT system. A-scans of a mirror placed in the
sample arm, in terms of point spread function �PSF� width
and total intensity, are measured with 16-kHz rate. The de-
signed imaging range of this system is 0 to 3 mm. To inves-
tigate the efficacy and robustness of calibration along the
whole imaging range, the PSF is measured at two distant lo-
cations: proximal �around 0.45-mm z-offset� and distal
�around 2.2-mm z-offset�, respectively. At each position, six
measurements are conducted. The same testing procedures are
performed on the same OCT system, but with the regular
calibration algorithm. The FWHM of the PSF �resolution� and
the dynamic range is measured from those A-scans. The two
groups of data �calibrated with the presented algorithm, and
calibrated with the regular one� are compared and analyzed.

Figure 4 gives sample A-scans at 0.45-mm distance: �a�
without calibration, �b� with conventional calibration, and �c�
with calibration developed in this work. In Fig. 4�a� a largely
spread PSF can be seen, which is due to the nonlinear k-t
relations of spectrum sweeping, or equivalently the nonuni-
form distributions of sampled signals in k-space. As pointed
out in Sec. 2.1, all the nonlinear terms in the power series
representing the spectrum in k-space will contribute to this
broadening. This is also supported by the observed asymmetry
of the PSF. Figure 4�b� shows a PSF of an SS-OCT with the
currently used calibration algorithm14 whose FWHM width is
about 14 �m and dynamic range is around 38 dB. Compared
with Fig. 4�b�, the PSF in Fig. 4�c� demonstrates reduced
FWHM and increased range, which optimizes the system per-
formance in terms of axial resolution and dynamic range. The
analysis of the data sets from the repeated measurements �six

rounds� show distinct improvements by this work. The aver-
age FWHM of PSF and the dynamic range with regular cali-
bration is 14 �m and 38 dB, respectively. The ones with pre-
sented calibration are 11 �m and 40.4 dB, respectively.

Similar outcomes can be seen from Fig. 5, which are
A-scans captured at 2.2 mm: �a� without calibration, �b� with
regular calibration, and �c� with calibration developed in this
work. Specifically, the much wider PSF in Fig. 5�a� reflects
the fact that the nonlinearity issue will be much more serious
at the far side of the imaging range. The decreases of the
dynamic range in Figs. 5�b� and 5�c� are largely due to the
modulation of the shape of the coherent wave pack of the
light source, which is determined by the instantaneous line
width of the emitted laser.17 The FWHM of PSF and the dy-
namic range with the regular calibration is 13 �m and
19.2 dB, respectively. The ones with new calibration process
are 10 �m and 22.5 dB, respectively.

Figure 6 illustrates how the resolution and dynamic range
change with depth in both the standard and new approach
�lozenge and square, respectively�. Better resolution and
higher dynamic range is achieved via GA and spline interpo-
lation. There is a measurement error associated with digitiza-
tion �one pixel error�, which is shown in the resolution graph
as a dashed area.

4 Conclusion
The theoretical analysis in this work demonstrates that any
nonlinearity between swept frequency/wave number and
sweeping time in an SS-OCT could significantly deteriorate
the axial resolution and the ranging accuracy of the system.
More effective methods for compensating nonlinearities due

Fig. 6 Comparison of the performance of the standard �lozenge� and
new �square� algorithm: �a� resolution �the dashed area represents
measurement accuracy�; �b� dynamic range.
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to vector space conversion and source sweep rates are needed
with SS-OCT. A real-time calibration process/algorithm using
a genetic algorithm and precise interpolation is developed by
the work presented here. This algorithm is embedded and
validated in an SS-OCT system with 16-kHz A-scan rate and
8-�m theoretical resolution. The performance of the new al-
gorithm is tested by measuring A-scans of a mirror. Compared
to the same system but embedded with a regular calibration
algorithm, the presented method can improve the axial reso-
lution about 20%. There is also a 5 to 10% improvement in
dynamic range. Improvements are noted in both superficial
and deep imaging. The testing at the close and far end of the
imaging range demonstrates that the improvement is steady
along the whole range, which suggests the strong robustness
of the algorithm. This work demonstrates a superior perfor-
mance of this compensation technique over the most effective
one currently available and is likely to translate into improved
imaging of microstructures.
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